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a well located industrial

reduce the dualistic structure of

the economy, shift the economy away from an excessive orientation towards
external trade through the main ports and' contribute to
integration of

the

the national

country.

Thirdly, industrial estates contribute to an essential and often
lacking element in growth,

the training of local

entrepreneurs.

In the

past, local entrepreneurs in Africa have been at a handicap since existing

financial and other institutions preferred to deal with traders, exporters,
larger scale undertakings and with expatriate firms or European businesses.
The industrial estate is a place where such services;can be provided for
the smaller or medium African industrialists.
nurse-d, watched, and aided.

New enterprise can be

From this point of'view it is useful to think

of the estate, like a nursery, as having normally quite a reasonable
degree of turnover.
this
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Fourthly, the industrial estate can be the answer to one of the
major problems of development planning,

private control and ownership.

i.e.

how to combine public and

If too much is publicly owned and controlled,
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the danger is that African governments will overload their limited
resources, of administrative skills and finance,

and will "be let to

neglect essential public tasks.. On the other hand, the indigenous
private sector also lacks financial resources, technical skills'and
facilities and initiative.

The industrial estate is a way of combining '

the provision of essential public services - power, gas, water, factory
buildings, transport, technical and financial facilities, etc. - and some
public resources with the encouragement and training of private people
using their own resources and controlling - learning to control - their
own businesses.

Fifthly, the industrial estate can make a contribution to -the
necessary development of a ne.w technology suitable to African conditions

and resources.

What African countries need is .a technology which makes

it possible.to produce, efficiently on a moderate scale,
repair and maintenance problems,

to simplify

to switch flexibly from the production

of one type, of product to that of another?

a technology which uses

-

relatively less capital and less of the most highly sophisticated 'types
of skill, but more labour,

and which at the same time provides for a

maximum of learning while doing.

Such a technology does not exist now

and is not being developed now, because the countries which develop
new technology have different problems and ask different questions.

It

would, of course, be idle to pretend that the industrial estate is .the

>
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to attract on a scattered

or fragmented "basis.

national or regional financial
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their resources.
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